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“Children learn by doing”   Friedrich Fröbel  (1782 - 1852)

SPIELKINDERGARTEN (Spiel = game) intends to develop an experimental kindergarten, in both architectural and pedagogical way.
In order to achieve this goal, it is necessary to approach it as an integral project, where every single element from the architectural concept, construction, through landscape design, to interior 
and furniture design are taken into account, as well as a pedagogical concept, as basis of the project.

In this case, we base our model on the Montessori method, which, even it exists from the mid 50s, is still considered new or experimental in great part of the world. According to it, briefly, 
children need to find out how to “do” everything, and even more, how to manage themselves. In such scenario, the role of teachers is really important, because they need to be perceived as 
a silent invisible guide who accompanies without massive control or leadership.
In this context, we intend our building to be conceived as a third educator (added to the family and the kindergarten crew); an element that not only makes learning and development possible, 
but also supports and improves it in a way that avoids completely the traditional conception of the building as an envelope for human activities. It needs to be an active part of them.

Consequently, the building itself and its elements perform the function of school, table, book, bed, game, play yard, forest, shelter, home. As “children learn by doing”, they could “do” with the 
building anything they may. This would promote a way to first discover the world by playing. And for that reason we will base our architectural concept on the relationship between the two 
most differentiated elements in architecture: Inside – Outside.

Children will be organized in 2 stages of development, according to their capacity to achieve routine activities by themselves. This is translated into 2 main differ-
entiated visually connected zones, which can be joined. In both of them we can find: 
-Common room, main flexible space for each stage. A theatre stairs and an elevated playing room with low height are added to the 2nd stage room.
-Level room, the hand-activity room, built in different floor levels to be used as shared working desks. 1st stage is built in soft material (Soft level room).
-Soft room: Room built in foam mats for free movement. 1st stage with hanging cradles (Soft baby room). 2nd stage as an extension of the playing room.

3 KINDS OF SPACE     3 MATERIALS     3 FUNCTIONS

INSIDE  WOODEN        FUNCTIONAL WALLS

-Protective atmosphere
-Secure environment
-Comfortable conditions

BUFFER ZONE   GLASS   COURTAIN WALLS

-Convertible
-Joins/separates other areas
-Works as inside and outside

OUTSIDE    CONCRETE          STRUCTURAL WALLS
            + VEGETATION
-Wild environment
-Changing conditions
-Rough atmosphere

Functional Walls
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Rex extensible bookcase
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Common room 2nd stage

Baby room.

Ground floor 1_300m.

1st. Floor  1_300m.

Secction C.     1_150m.

2nd. STAGE

Playing room  (+1)
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Admin.
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Soft
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1st. STAGE

Location.    Site plan.     1_2000m.
23. District, Vienna, Austria

OPEN SPACE + ENCLOSED ROOMS           +           BUFFER ZONES IN GROUND FLOOR           +           INSIDE SPACE + ENCLOSED OUTSIDE
FLEXIBILITY

Stages of development Areas of development

2 Areas of movement

Types of space

HOW DOES ARCHITECTURE MERGE PEDAGOGY?

Stage 1: -Language /
communication

-Cognitive
-Emotional / social
-Health / physical

-Self help / adaptive

-Common room
-Level room
-Soft room

-Playing room
-Buffer room

-Outside space

Stage 2:



The open space is one of the most important areas in children’s early years. In 
order to keep the playground as natural as possible, the main decision has been 
to leave most of the trees in their original position. Nevertheless, it was important 
to change the position of the willow; the most unique tree in the plot. It will be 
placed in the very centre of the building creating a central patio which connects 
every room, as a meeting point.

All other trees will generate a green mass around the main areas dedicated to 
children (east side + south-west corner). The ground will stay green and wild, 
covered by grass, but there will be additions in order to make the space usable, 
comfortable and secure to the kids.

Playing sets and planting areas will be placed on the garden. The playing sets are 
tree-inspired, so they allow keeping a wild atmosphere at the same time that lets 
children play in modern facilities. They will be equipped with floor lights in case 
there is not enough sunlight in the early or late hours of the day. 

All the equipment in the outside will be children size. This means that, as seen 
in the pictures, the fountain will be 60cm high and easy to manipulate, with no 
projecting or moving parts.
Likewise, the planting sets are cylindrical wooden planters in five different heights 
from 20 to 60 cm to allow all the kids to use them comfortably.

The playing sets are made up of two kinds of elements. Tree and house, both of 
them are wooden made and natural-looking.
The tree elements are, as seen in drawings, tree trunks disposed in a way that 
allow swings and ropes to be hanged and children to climb them without danger. 
The house elements are wooden boxes with perforations made to get inside and 
observe the nature in all directions without being perceived.

The main and most important materials in the project are concrete and wood. They are the inner and outer face of every room. This big difference comes from 
the desire of giving the children different perceptions from two spacs. 
Outside, concrete is rough and has a very special texture, which emphasizes the green character of the outside as a tiny city built into a forest. Inside, wood gives 
to the inner spaces the softness and warmth that those kinds of spaces need, where children can walk and run in barefoot and still keep comfortable.
Thereby, every single element in the room will be wooden made, floor, ceiling, functional walls, fixed and mobile furniture and stairs.
There are other special materials like the cover mattresses of soft rooms, the textile net that connects vertically the playing room with the soft room in 2nd stage, 
or the tactile points / blackboards in the functional walls.

For the construction of the main elements as bearing walls and slabs, the chosen system has been BAUPANEL ®, which is a seismic-resistant, thermally-
insulating building system based on a set of structural panels made up of undulated expanded polystyrene with a basic frame attached to the panels’ sides. 
This system allows us to achieve big distances between walls and to follow at the same time the passivhaus standards.
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“There is a fine line between leaving the environment as natural as possible and 
yet designing it to provide tools for the many different ways that children play”

The great otudoors , Architecture for Children (Sarah Scott)
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